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Riometers were operated with conventional wide-beam
antennas directed vertically to record the absorption of cos-
mic radio noise above South Pole, McMurdo, and Vostok
Stations. A rather complete coverage of both auroral and
polar cap absorption events that occur at these sites has now
been obtained and the information cataloged. Because the
absorption events are caused by the influx of energetic
charged particles into the upper atmosphere following so-
lar disturbances, the measured events can be related to both
in situ measurements recorded simulanteously by suitably
placed Earth satellites and other ground-based measure-
ments recorded by a variety of techniques already in use in
Antarctica.
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Profiles of a fast absorption event on two frequencies, and
the ratio between them.

Earlier results from South Pole had shown the occurrence
there of fast events which are a prominent feature of the
records because of the high resolution available and the
lack of any significant daily variation in background radia-
tion level resulting from the unique location of South Pole
Station. Because two frequencies were used at this site,
some unusual characteristics of these fast events became
obvious immediately. The figure has been prepared by re-
ducing the separate records to absorption values in decibels
and by combining these values to give a time sequence of
the ratio of the values on each of the two frequencies. The
lack of fast structure in the ratio plot is dear; this indicates
that the fast spike is caused by a rapid change in the rate at
which the incoming particles strike the atmosphere. To
resolve other questions about the events, it became neces-
sary to utilize an antenna with a beam much narrower than
the conventional 60° beam used in Antarctica. We had the
opportunity to cooperate in an experiment organized by
the Max Planck Institute, Lindau, Germany, in which a
phased array with multiple beams was instrumented with
eight riometers at Tromso, Norway. Each beam is only ± 8°
wide, and because eight beams are in use simultaneously,
it is possible to construct a one-or two-dimensional map of
the absorbing features depending only on which of the
eight beams are in use. The first results from this array have
shown clearly (Hargreaves, Chivers, and Nielsen 1979) that
the spiky features result from a narrow (25-kilometer) band
of absorbing ionization that moves rapidly through the
beam and expands as it travels. There is little change in the
incident energy spectrum. Work is underway to use this
array to develop a technique for producing, automatically,
one-dimensional maps that reveal the motion and decay of
the narrow absorption bands with time.

Because it has not been possible to build a multibeam
antenna at the South Pole, the antarctic riometers will con-
tinue to be operated with wide-beam antennas to provide
data in a routine way to other observers. Digital data will
become available through the World Data Center, Boulder,
Colorado.
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